Expert Energy Management at Vorwerk

environmental report “Environmental
protection is an independent and parallel company objective, which serves
our overall aims and is ensured through
our business policies“.

Kaeser and the “Kobold”
Situated in the narrow Wupper valley of north western
Germany, the Vorwerk plant
is home to production of the
renowned “Kobold” vacuum
cleaner range, which is manu
factured to the very highest
quality standards. As you
might expect, compressed air
plays an integral role in this
process and Kaeser provided
the necessary expertise to
ensure that the plant operates
as efficiently as possible.
Vorwerk Elektrowerke GmbH & Co. KG
is part of the Vorwerk group, which has
its origins with Carl and Adolf Vorwerk
who founded “Barmer Teppichfabrik
Vorwerk & Co“, a quality carpet manufacturing company, in 1883 (For more
details, see box entitled “Vorwerk”). Today, Vorwerk Elektrowerke’s products
include the “Kobold” vacuum cleaner
range, the “Thermomix” food processor
and the “Feelina” ironing system. As
with nearly all services from the Vorwerk group, these products reach the
customer through direct marketing.
Vorwerk Elektrowerke’s headquarters
have been based in Wuppertal-Laaken
since 1963. Motors, electric carpet
brushes and vacuum cleaners –
amongst other products – are manu
factured and assembled at the plant,
which has been continuously upgraded
over the years in order to keep up with
technological advances and to meet
growing demand. The Laaken facility
also includes the administration, purchasing and shipping departments.

Energy Advisor
As Vorwerk’s Operations and Building
Manager, Werner Kämper, explained
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Tailored Solution

This compressed air system also…

Vorwerk is synonymous with the “Kobold” vacuum cleaner

“Compressed air plays a critical role in
production at our plant and when you
consider that energy costs for its generation and treatment account for the
lion’s share of total operating costs, we
decided that we’d do the job properly
when it came to modernising the air
system. As with all serious energy savings measures, the first step was to
take a look at the figures and analyse
the facility’s energy consumption”.
Werner Kämper is also the company’s
environmental awareness representative and is particularly experienced in
this field. After all, it was he who not
only introduced, but also established
Vorwerk’s comprehensive energy management program. According to his
credo “Every company needs an informed and knowledgeable energy advisor – someone who knows their stuff
and who can get things done when it
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The first step was to take
a look at the figures
comes to tapping into one of the key
sources of energy in today’s businesses: The energy that is going to waste.
This can be achieved by minimising
energy consumption in all areas and
through prevention of inefficiencies and
wastefulness”. Traditionally, the three
separate compressor systems were
maintained departmentally by selftaught individuals and delivered their
air to distribution networks whose leakage rates were a mystery, as no one
was quite sure how to accurately determine their performance.
The road to Vorwerk’s energy savings
therefore began by asking the following
questions: What is the actual com-

pressed air demand? How much air is
being lost through leakages? How
much energy and money could be
saved with what system? These questions, in Werner Kämper’s words, could
only be answered “through close cooperation between compressed air
system provider and customer”. The
importance management places on
energy and environmental matters also
plays an essential part in achieving
true energy savings. Management at
Vorwerk Elektrowerke, and the Vorwerk group as a whole, have been setting a leading example in these areas
for decades. To quote from the 2005

There is no such thing as an off-theshelf compressed air solution for industrial applications, and the Vorwerk system is a case in point: For many good
reasons, Kaeser’s experts generally favour centralised compressed air supply
systems. However, after just one look
at the layout of the Wuppertal-Laaken
plant it was clear that Vorwerk’s system
would be an exception to the rule. The
factory facility dates from the end of the
19th century and is located in a narrow
valley lined with long roads. Despite
undergoing continuous modernisation
and adaptation to suit increased demand since 1963 (the year Vorwerk
moved vacuum cleaner production to
the site), the plant still retained its original basic structure. This remains the
case today even after complete renewal of the compressed air supply system
with three new compressor installations. Each comprises Kaeser rotary
screw compressors and air treatment
systems and is centrally controlled via
a Sigma Air Manager, which Werner
Kämper uses to full potential. The control functions of this advanced com-

…supplies the motor production plant

pressed air management system are
completely integrated into the Laaken
plant’s control technology systems via
standard connection interfaces and
can be called up on any computer within the company’s network.
In addition, Werner Kämper was more
than satisfied with the close co-operation of experienced compressed air
systems provider Kaeser Kompressoren. A combination of unrivalled expertise and customer focus are essential to ensure long-term success when
implementing such projects and the
benefits for Vorwerk quickly became
apparent.

Vorwerk
Carl and Adolf Vorwerk founded “Barmer Teppichfabrik Vorwerk & Co“ in 1883. However, the two brothers parted company that same year and Carl (1847-1907) managed the new company until 1907 when his son-in-law, August Mittelsten Scheid,
became the sole managing partner. After many years of successful management,
August transferred control of the company to his sons Werner and Erich in 1943.
Dr. Jörg Mittelsten Scheid, son of Werner, started work for the company in 1966 and
was the managing director until the end of 2005. He is now chairman of the Advisory
Board. A new era for the company began in 1929 when chief engineer Engelbert
The plant is located on the banks of
Gorissen successfully produced a small but powerful vacuum cleaner, which he the Wupper river
Photo: Vorwerk
developed using a gramophone motor. Vorwerk distributed the “Kobold” to its customers through direct sales virtually from the outset and has remained true to this strategy ever since. The company’s other
products, namely the “Feelina” ironing system, the multifunctional “Thermomix” kitchen appliance and high quality cosmetics
from US direct marketing company “Jafra Cosmetics”, which was taken over by Vorwerk in 2004, are also distributed in the
same way. Today, the Vorwerk group is represented throughout the world by more than 487,000 employees and partners in
over 60 countries and generates upwards of 2.1 billion Euros in sales per year.
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eration dryer – led
to an energy saving
of approximately 18
percent, or, to put it
in financial terms,
€15,000 per year.
Additional savings
were also made
possible
through
reduced
maintenance requirement
and optimised system operation via
the Sigma Air Man“Energy Advisor” Werner Kämper with his sidekick, the SAM
ager, resulting in an
amortisation period
of only ~5 years. Werner Kämper has
Minimal Amortisation Period
The first stage of compressed air sysconfirmed many similar stories with
tem modernisation alone – which incolleagues from other companies who
volved investment in two new Kaeser
have also “made the change”.
rotary screw compressors and a refrigSystematic planning and expert advice

ensure that the numerous compressed
air applications operate reliably and
are supplied with an efficient source of
dependable energy. Amongst other applications, the compressed air powers:
production machinery in the state-ofthe-art injection moulding facility, assembly lines, film-printing equipment
and production lines in the advanced
electric motor manufacturing plant. Before leaving the factory, each “Kobold”
passes through numerous production
stages and undergoes rigorous inspection to guarantee the very best in product quality – and that is something that
Kaeser knows a lot about.

Author: Klaus Dieter Bätz
Contact: klaus-dieter.baetz@kaeser.com

Still Unique After 105 Years
The Wuppertal “Schwebebahn” Suspension Railway
In 1887, the city councils of Elberfeld und Barmen established commissions to investigate the feasibility of constructing an
elevated railway that would run along the Wupper river. In 1894, the decision was made to build a rail system designed by
renowned engineer Eugen Langen that would operate from Elberfeld Zoo and run above the course of the Wupper river to
Oberbarmen. The project was then extended in 1895 so that trains would run further west from Grund to the centre of
Vohwinkel. The whole project was subsequently approved in autumn 1895 by the regional administration in Düsseldorf.
Construction began in earnest in the summer of 1898 to enable commissioning to take place by 1901. On the 24th October
1898, Kaiser Wilhelm II and his entourage were even able to take a test ride on the railway. The king’s carriage, or “Kaiserwagen”, is still in use today and takes people on regular tours (which can be pre-booked) and can even be chartered for
special events. Otherwise, modern articulated trains travel along the route above the river Wupper and over the tract of land
in Vohwinkel, where the unique suspension railway encounters another unusual form of transport: the Solingen O-Bus to
Schloss Burg. The ‘O-Bus’ trolley bus line ends directly at the Wupper river, but there is no terminal loop in which the
buses can turn round. So, as another one of the region’s many transportation quirks, the buses use a turntable instead!
Today’s city of Wuppertal was formed on the 1st August in 1929 by merging the towns of Barmen, Elberfeld, Vohwinkel,
Ronsdorf, Cronenberg and Langerfeld, with the Beyenburg district of former town Lüttringhausen (now part of Remscheid).
The name was initially Barmen-Elberfeld, but, after a vote, was changed to Wuppertal in 1930.

“Ohligsmühle” station, built 1983
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Werther Brücke” station, built 1901

Rotary blowers: It’s the total costs that count

Consider the Bigger Picture
The same applies both to
compressors and rotary
blowers: Look further than the
initial investment cost, as it
is the “life cycle costs” (LCC)
that really count.
Those who consider the total life cycle
costs of a rotary blower system – this
includes everything from initial investment to installation, maintenance and
the vast majority of energy costs – can
take advantage of significant savings.

Energy, energy, energy
Over an operating period of 40,000
hours for example, energy will have accounted for approximately 95% of a rotary blower system’s total operating
costs. Therefore, it makes sense to invest in a high quality system that has
been designed to provide optimum energy efficiency. Misguided cost cutting
in this area will only lead to added expense in the future. Efficient blower-air

cooling is also important for high performance operation of rotary blower
systems and Kaeser Kompressoren is
the only system provider to offer an elegant solution to meet this need: Aircooled after-coolers, or ACA’s, reduce
the discharge air temperature from
150 °C to 10 °C above ambient
without the need to install costly watercooling systems (see KAESER Report
1/2006, p. 18).

Ready for immediate operation
Even the little things you take for granted contribute to ensuring low total operating costs, for example: pre-installed
valves, equipment filled as standard
with high quality oil for the roller bearings and pre-assembled, ready-to-run
V-belt drive systems. Needless to say,
all of the above apply to Kaeser rotary
blowers.

Electronic assistance

Frequency Control, OFC), which are
designed for specific use with rotary
blower systems. These features enable
the user to adjust delivery to suit actual
demand and ensure that the system
operates with maximum efficiency. In
addition, the Kaeser “Sigma Air Man
ager” (SAM) – a PC-based compressed
air management and control system –
can also be used for efficient operation
of larger blower installations. The SAM
combines clear data visualisation with
modern pressure band control technology to enable exact pressure regulation
to within ± 0.1 bar. The integrated “Sigma Air Control” web server and Ethernet connection allows current operational data to be viewed on any PC with
a standard Internet browser. Furthermore, with the addition of “Sigma Air
Control plus”, an optionally available
analysis tool, the user can access
blower control information stored in the
SAM’s long-term event memory.

Kaeser Kompressoren has also developed star-delta start-up switches and a
special frequency converter (Omega

On tour in the “Kaiserwagen”
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